FINGERTEC® 10TH ANNIVERSARY - A MILESTONE FOR THE NEXT LEAP
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FingerTec Worldwide Sdn Bhd was
incorporated on Oct 2000 with its focus
to market FingerTec® brand of fingerprint
terminals for time attendance and door
access system into Malaysia and the
global market.

R2

10 years might not be a very long
time for some but for us at FingerTec®,

AC600

it was full of challenges and such a
fulfilling journey. We started from
and downs of the business, to making it
big in the industry.
Now, we are proud to announce that
the FingerTec® brand has been sold
to more than 100 countries and we
have dedicated distributors around
formed itself from merely a name to
something of value, appreciated by its
resellers and customers alike.
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10 years is just a beginning and for
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the world. The brand had trans-
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FingerTec® received two awards in
recognition of its product innovation and
excellence. The first was Secutech Innovation award from Taipei
tio
Taiwan
and the second was
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FingerTec® continuously strived to offer
versatile products to its clients and R2
was introduced to cater to mostly door
access markets worldwide. It became
bestseller instantly and shortly after
TimeLine 100 was introduced for the card
system along with OFIS TA.
i-Kiosk 100 Plus

Following the success of the R&D efforts by
the holding company, PUC Founder (MSC)
Berhad, in collaboration with Peking
University of China, FingerTec® first
product AC600 was launched into the
market and the marketing began.
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the next leap FingerTec® is going to
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better penetration and earnings in
many years to come.
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FingerTec®
received another
award, Silver
Medal for Invention and Innovation from
Ministry of Science and Technology
Malaysia and on the same year, introduced AC701 to the market. FingerTec®
headquarters was relocated to the newly
acquired building at Bandar Kinrara,
Selangor for a much needed space and
improved image.

FingerTec®
slave readers
for door
access
control
Face ID 2
Keylock 8800
named
i-Kadex and R2i were introduced to cater
to the market requirements. FingerTec®
ventured into payroll software business
with DiGiPay for Malaysia market that
sync with FingerTec® business. Another
two awards received by the brand. Gold
Award of Century International Quality
Era Award at Geneva Switzerland and
Certificate of Excellence in the Industry
Excellence Award
under Brand
Excellence Award
from the Malaysian government.
By year end,
FingerTec®
DiGiPAY
embarked into
another branch
biometrics, face recognition technology
with the introduction of Face ID 2. The
first smart keylock with card and USB
connectivity also
launched to the market
by the year end.

2005

The marketing direction of FingerTec®
was shifted with more focus put on
Internet marketing and “going out”
strategy. FingerTec® main website
underwent major revamping in view of
the new direction,
and the operatio
operations

AC800

Two new products, AC100 and AC800 were
launched into the market concurrent with the
unveiling of the new official FingerTec®
website www.fingertec.com, which deploys a
simpler design yet more practical method.
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undertook new approach to doing
business under the leadership of CEO,
Teh Hon Seng. FingerTec® Global
Reseller Program commenced and the
program successfully recruited resellers
from the world over.

AC100

TA100

biometrics products. Two
bestsellers, AC900 and
TA100 series were
launched to the global
market along with the first
PC-based fingerprint
scanner, OFIS, Online
Fingerprint Identification
System.

More new
products were
introduced to
the market to
cater to the
growing
demands for
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FingerTec® Business
Guide Book is going to
be revealed for a
better business with
all FingerTec®
resellers worldwide.

